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This column is intended to give our president a break from time to

time . Since he always writes nice things I'll treat you for once to
a couple of hot potatoes, being fully aware that my fingers might be
burning hot by the time I finish typing this . The first item is easy:

Dear Editor:

. . .It's not that I am camerashy, but somehow the importance

of my facial features in the context of the well-being of
our society eludes me . Besides, I have to leave some space
for those who -- in the absence of some philatelic contribu-
tions -- would like to show off their happy faces instead.
You see, I belong to the pessimist club, we gag after seing
about 8 pictures of an optimist smiling in a Swiss phila-

telic journal . . .

	

Yours devoted, H .R.

Following all the scoops we could read left and right I am sure by now
everybody has purchased an ultra-violet lamp to check out your hoards

of Z542 to see how many times you got lucky . Zero, you say ; well, that

makes at least two of us . . . But don't desperate, you will not have to
wait long for all the offers that will come out of the woods, touting
this new find as rarer than rare . Just remember, approx . 5 Million of
the babies were produced . If 10% survived, and provided the sharks
don't swallow the whole thing, there will he plenty left for all the

collectors of Swiss stamps . Just don't panic, let the dust settle . I

believe any scarcity will be short-lived . Sounds like I am a market

forecaster . Forget, you're on your own on this one.

*0

Ed Chalfant's last bulletin provides some food for thought . Nothing
personal, Ed, it's simply to illustrate some points:

-- What is a Passport Stamp? Issued by the LoN between 1926-32 . I
really have never seen such an animal nor can I find it in the work

of the expert in that field, Prof . Charles Misteli . How come then,
that we can sell such a thing and that on top , without a picture? Are
we philatelists that gullible that we shell out $55 just like so for
something we have never seen, just because someone tells us that this
thing is rare but pretty? If you were a collector of parakeets would
you send a check for 55 bucks if someone advertised an attractive
blue and gold oversized ara from the jungles of Borneo? Cheap, cheap,
only got 6, hurry hurry, they don't make them anymore . . . . How come,
anyhow, stamp dealers can still sell us stamps, and we collectors do

still buy them like piglets in a poke, trust me . . . . it's good for you!

•- I noticed one regummed stamp was listed and sold in Ed's last
auction . Then, an other regummed set is offered in this last bulletin.
What's this for a new trend, are we shedding and collecting manure
now? Regummed stamps are in my book forged stamps . My personal opinion,
expressed once before on p . 188 in the June/July 1983 issue of TELL,
is that forged stamps are one big fraud that perpetuates itself over
many, many generations of collectors . As soon as the first seller and
the first buyer are off the hook, either by design or ignorance or
death, all hell is loose and it will take subsequent buyers savvy, time
and money to protect themselves from such fraud . For that matter,
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I firmly believe that item #7 in the Philatelic Code of Ethics issued
by the American Philatelic Society is by far not sufficient . It reads:

"7 . I agree not knowingly to sell, trade, produce, or advertise
repaired, altered, or otherwise modified philatelic items unless
that condition is clearly stated . I further . . . ."

That seems to be very clear . Wait a minute! Where is the condition
stated on????? On the merchandise by any chance? No, no, no . . . . Any
oral or written advertisement copy will do . So how much is that code
worth? By the time the check from the customer clears it's worth about

a good laugh, and let the future suckers of this world worry as to how
they dispose of that garbage . As long as a forged stamp, regummed or
otherwise, is not marked for life as such, this code of ethics is for
the birds . Since I have learned and paid for my lessons in that field
I sincerely hope not to see any more regummed stamps peddled among
AHPS members, otherwise I will introduce a motion to add our own fair
code to our bylaws.

What is a Mail Sale, a Mail Auction, a Reserved Auction, a Unreserved
Auction etc . etc? You all read at least one or two explanations per
year, pros and cons about this or that . What is never explained are
little details as to what constitutes an unrealistic bid and why are
owners reserves not shown in their most simplistic form as "Minimum
Bids" . These fishing expeditions for highest bids practised by many
Mail Auction houses really get me going . Either you sell that stuff
you offer or you stay home and sell vacuum cleaners with a fixed mark-
up. As mentioned before, the minimum bid would be a far better and
fairer alternative to such reserved material than estimated bids with
right to withdraw when nobody comes close to those estimates . How-
ever, in this great land of free trade, everyone is free to shape

his or her business the way it suits best ; some detail practices in
the stamp auction trade, though, don't look so kosher too me and some
suck outright . My concern is not personal -- I simply stay away from
things I don't like and have no control over -- my concern is with
the fact that in some of these auctions AHPS members are both sellers
and buyers and should be protected and treated equally.

*****

As you can see elsewhere, our finances are in relative good shape.
Bill Lucas reports that the Standing Helvetia material donated by
member Georges Valko netted $650 . Hip, hip, hurray, nice guy! Emil Tobler
also reports a $500+ surplus at the end of the year from the ongoing

sales circuit activities. What's not so good burried in the figures
presented by our treasurer Frank Young lays in the fact that we have
only 500 members that nay $8 .00 fee (assumed $7 for the production
of the Journal TELL Forget it, you're on your own on this one, etically
we have available 500 times $7 or $3500 for the journal 	 annually.
Yet, Frank's figures reveal that for TELL's publication we spent in
1986 $6469 .58 . If we keep that up we would be heading for the exit
soon unless we come up with additional income . But let's not panic
yet, I'll be looking into the matter a bit closer during the upcoming
weeks, talk to Steve and Leroy to see if we can cut some corners
without damaging the decent quality this journal finally has reached.
Any comments and bright suggestions are welcome.

****

At the end of this month I'll be sending the following two new publi-
cations to the APS Library:
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75 Jahre Philatelistenverein Zug, 54 pages illustrated.
For anyone with a special interest in that region, postal
history with cancels etc . documented.

Ueber die Frankaturen 1882 bis 1907, by Georges Valko, 62
pages heavily illustrated, some in color (reviewed by
Felix Ganz in an earlier TELL).

Production and manufacturing costs of such publications are subsidized
to varying degrees by the Philatelic Promotion Fund (see letter by
Mr . Rölli p .187, Dec .86 issue of TELL) . All affiliated member

societies to the Swiss Philatelic Union are therefore, receiving one copy
automatically for their respective libraries . As you know our library
material has been turned over to the APS Library.

Unfortunately, we are not always properly informed about what we re-
ceive and what we turn over . I, therefore, urge all recipients of such
material as well as periodicals to inform the membership thru publi-

cation in TELL on a timely basis what is being turned over to theAPS
Library, so members can avail themselves of such new documentation.

Re the "Helvetia Cap" question by Dale Eggen on p .66 in the last
issue of TELL : Cheap tourist versions of these caps can be found in
all the souvenir shops in Switzerland . Better ones are on display

at Swiss handicraft centers in most major cities . The cap is part of
the Sunday male folk attire from the canton of Berne with fine embroi-
deries (and in a simpler form as part of the daily wear of the hill
herdsmen from the Gruyères) . In its basic form, just about any dairy
farmer (before the electric milking machines came on board) used to

have one hanging in the stables to be put on during the daily milking
chores in order to protect the hair from soiling while sticking the

head into the flanks of the cows for a triangular body support or ba-
lancing act on the mono-leg milking stool . Now you know and, please,

let's leave them in the archives, they look silly on grown men with-
out the rest of the attire.

Let's see now, how many people have I managed to alienate today?
None, I hope, or only a little bit . Needless to say, this is an open
forum and equal space for replies will always be made available in
this column . Fred Lesser, I miss you! Where are you? We need a bit
more controversy, life is too dull otherwise . Here we are, 500 mem-
bers huddled around a nice hobby, a nice journal, fairly interesting

articles and only a meager one or two "letters to the editor" in four
or more years! Don't you have anything to communicate and share with

your fellow members, maybe just an opinion, maybe a praise, maybe a
question to ask? Yes, there was one complaint received a couple of
months ago that apparently triggered our Associate Editor'slengthy
expose on Book Reviews in the last issue of TELL . If you only knew,
Rudy, how boring some of these reviews are to write, you would not
complain so loud but instead kiss the reviewer for his bravery 	

Henry Ratz
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Talk
to
me!

EDITORS COMMENT AND OBSERVATIONS

	

STEVE P . TURCHIK

YOUR CHANCE To RE EDITOR!

Being editor of TELL has been fun, as well it should be . When,
however it starts to be work, it's time to hang it up . Not
only this job, but other jobs that dominates one time and energy.
A few days ago our friend from Zurich, Felix Thurnheer, was
visiting for a couple of days . I then found out just how over
extended I am .

	

It is time for a new generation of editors.

This issue will be late, but it's the best I can do . I will
try to do a couple more issues, but the will probably end up
being "Published Semi-Occasionally (or) Once or Twice in a
While ." Philatelic Literature Review, Vol . 36, No . 1, 1987, Front Cover.

I am still enthusiastic about AHPS and Swiss Philately, and
I hope to find time to improve my collection for our conventions.
Of equal importance are my exercise and swimming classes, as
well as Spanish Class . I also want time to travel without the
burden of a schedule of activities .

	

Anyway, WARM UP - Somebody!

My thanks to Bruce Marsden for the "Visitor's Guide Package,"
and good new of plenty of free parking at the Convention center.
I notice on the map it is easy to get to also . Please write
for information on AHPS Convention at SUNPEX to : Bruce Marsden,
1265 Drake Avenue, Burlingame, CA 94014 . See last issue of
TELL for more information.

Dr . Ernest L . Bergman, State College, PA is running for Director
at Large in upcoming APS election . Retiring after almost 30
years as Professor of Plant Nutrition, Erney is going to hang
it up at Penn State University . Swiss born Bergman speaks
German, French, and Spanish . He is a Founding Member of the
American Philatelic Research Library, AHPS, APS, ATA, VSPhV,
and Mt . Nittany Stamp Club . Many of us who have seen his exhib-
its have been thrilled with quality and depth of his showings.
Additionally, Bergman, has traveled extensively because of his
position to such countries as China (5 times) .

	

In the time
I have known Dr . Bergman, I have learned much about his very
interesting career both as a professor and collector . Please
vote in the APS election, and Erney would appreciate it for
your vote too.

Henry Ratz has reminded me that a financial report should be
published annually . It is shown in this issue of TELL.

Rudy Schaelchli, we hope your Dutchess County show was a hit!

Please send checks, address changes, etc ., to Dick Hall . Thanks.

SUNPEX -- November 7-8, 1987, Sunnyvale Convention Center!
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LIECHTENSTEIN POSTAGE,STAMPS

By HaroldStrong

Hello everybody! I hope Spring has found you where ever you are.

As was hinted in an earlier column The FL has announced a new K-type cancel.

The first one is for the town of Nendeln . The first day of use was February
3, 1987 . The post office calls these items "local tourist publicity cancella-
tions" (Ortwerbestempeln) . They are sure to become popular . If you would
like an example send properly franked covers or cards to the Postmaster in

Nendeln . The postcode is FL-9485.

The March issues are certainly an interesting assortment . The very tradition-

al in the Schloss stamps . The very modern in the Europa issues . These are

joined by the unsettling symbolism of the Niklaus von Flue issue . Liechten-
stein's religious stamps have always had a striking and powerfulquality
about them.

We should have seen it coming! It has been discovered that the envelopes
used by the FL postoffice to hold the Maximum Card issues have varieties.
As most of you know the postoffice uses left over FDC envelopes to house
the Maximum Cards . As an example MK 42 for the Pope's visit can be found
in at least six different left over FDC envelopes . All are overprinted with
the information for MK 42 . This will probably be a new collecting field.

Liechtenstein has entered the popular 5 ounce silver coin field with a recent
issue showing Vaduz Castle and valued in the amount of 10 Taler . A Princip-
ality coat-of-arms is featured on the reverse . Before you reach for your
wallet I might point out that the coin is sold for between $150 and $200.
That's a lot of Rappen.

I notice that Felix Ganz is advertising in the United Postal Stationery

Society magazine to buy used FL postal cards for the 1918-39 period . It
is a never ending search to find new material in this tough collecting area.
Good luck, Felix, and please write if you strike pay dirt.

There apparently is a Liechtenstein study group in the Netherlands . Does
anyone know more about it? It's called "Liechtenstein NVPVL ."

It would be great if you could send a photocopy of your favorite FL cover
with a brief description . This has been advocated by the AHPS leadership

to widen the coverage of TELL and is certainly a valuable idea . Share your
knowledge and enthusiasm with friends . I would be glad to receive any
material.

As a starter, how about the postcard pictured here . I find it interesting
in several respects. It is from Vaduz to Hungary and dated Aug .9, 1918.
It is from Ferdinand Nigg and is registered . The registration label is
yellow . It was my understanding that there were restrictions on picture
post cards sent to/from foreign countries during the WWI period . This card's
acceptance could he explained by the fact that Liechtenstein and Hungary
shared a common domestic postal administration in those declining days of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire . However, that being the case, why was the card

censored in Feldkirch as indicated by the red boxed marking? Anybody have
any additional information on this piece of philatelic fun?
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LIECHTENSTEIN, continued.

That's it for this issue. Please write with any information about Liech-
tenstein that you run across in your readings or philatelic endeavours.
Happy collecting and Aloha.

HAROLD STRONG, P .O . Box 15027, HONOLULU, HA 96815
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SPECIAL ENVELOPE FP 513 OF THE SWISS MILITARY POSTAL SERVICE

by Ernest L . Bergman

During World War II, the Swiss Military Postal Service (Feldpost = FP)
Director was responsible for mail delivery to and from internees in Switzer-
land . This mail was handled without postage (porto free) . Between 1940 and
1946 soldiers and civilian refugees of about 20 nations were interned in
Swiss camps . However, some of these internees, mostly Poles and Italians,
were given permission to work and also live on farms since help was very
scarce due to the military service of all able-bodied men, combined with
increased labor needs for the very such intensified agricultural production
(Wahlen Plan) necessitated by food import restrictions.

Letters which these detached internees mailed were also entitled to free
mailing privileges, but in order to get it, letters had to be sent from the
internment camp to which the internee belonged (base camp) . Hence, a special
envelope FP 513 was created by the Swiss Military Postal Service to make
this possible . The tan colored envelope with a size of 214 x 136 mm and
printed in a quantity of 10,000 was given to each detached internee who in
turn shipped his mail in this envelope (Figure 1) from his place of work to
his base camp where the mail was sorted, sometimes also censored, and for-
warded to the addressee.

Figure 1 . Envelope FP 513, printed in October 1943

These envelopes were printed with legends in three or four languages -
German, French, Italian and Polish . In about the center of each envelope,
two holes were punched in order to be able to see if there was mail in the
envelope, since it was printed on the back that it should not be sealed (in
four languages) .

Continued on page 92.
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Why Group 3?

by

Charles J . LaBlonde

Those of you who follow Swiss machine cancels will recall that
these postmarks are divided into various categories or groups.
One of the smaller, but most popular subdivisions is Group 3,
the Ortswerbeflaggen or city publicity slogans . The next few
paragraphs will introduce you to Group 3 . Before we finish you
will note that this group of cancels contains all the elements
of "normal" philately : first days, last days, rarities, errors,
new issues and much more . To properly set the stage, a brief
review of Swiss machine cancels in general is useful.

Swiss postal authorities, upon
noting the rapidly increasing volume
of mail in the early 20th century,
sought ways to speed mail handling.
Elsewhere in Europe, postal admin-
istrations were already using can-
cel machines before the Swiss
decided on a 1911/1912 trial of an
American-built machine (Fig . 1) . The
four trial cancels (C,D,R,T) saw only
limited use in Bern and zero use out-
side Bern . The trials proved satis-
factory and led to the introduction
of 9 cancel machines in 1912 and more
in each subsequent year . Figure 2
shows the first operational cancel
with 8 killer bars and Swiss cross.
It was used until 	 1954 .	 ( Please note the nomenclature used with
machine cancels: 	 FLAG	 CROWN ) . The PTT quickly
realized the advertising potential of these cancels which
would be seen by so many people . Later in 1912 they introduced
the first advertising slogan for the Swiss National Exposition
in Bern . But the birth of Group 3 took another 26 years . The
Swiss National Expo slogan is shown below in Figure 3.

Figure 1
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3 .1 Crown Left

	

3 .1 Crown Right

Figure 4

Baden bei Zürich decided to advertise itself in 1940 (Fig . 4);
this cancel, which begins Group 3, is known as 3 .1 . In 1942
Luzern, Montreux, Interlaken, Thun, Bern, Chur, Lausanne,
Lugano, Neuchâtel, Zürich, Geneva, Vevey, Basel and Schaffhausen
followed suit . A few of these are still in use . At the time
Group 3 began, Swiss machine cancels in general were in a state
of flux . The experimental B crowns (single circle) and later the
new standard C crowns (22 mm diameter, dual concentric circles)
replaced the older A crowns (23 - 24 mm diameter) (Fig . 5) . And
crown position shifted from left of the flag to the right.
Group 3 specialists will collect the early cancels with each
possible crown variation and some are very rare due to short
periods of use . For some early Group 3 cancels, one can find
5 - 10 separate entries in the Swiss Machine Cancel Catalog.
Post office name changes and crown wording changes added to
potential varieties .

Figure 5

Sometimes, over the years, the flag itself was changed or
slightly redesigned . Perhaps the strangest cancel in this
respect is 3 .13 Vevey which exists in four distinct varieties
due to changes in the tower roof and thickness of the lettering
(Fig . 6) . The Fribourg church towers, 3 .16, also grew over
the years (Fig . 7).
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The introduction of the postcode (creation of the D crown) in
the mid 60s caused a flurry of new varieties as did the change
from Roman to Arabic months . Again, the purist will collect each
slogan with every possible crown variation (pre-postcode, post-
postcode, Roman date, Arabic date).

Undisputed king of Group 3 in terms of rarity is 3 .49 Wil St.
Gallen . It was introduced on 17 June 1959 and withdrawn 5 weeks
later for revision . St .Gallen was removed and 3 .59 was created
(still in use) . Catalog value of 3 .49 is 150 francs, when one
can be found (Fig. 8) .

Continued on page 89.
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Dear Members,
Please note the very nice selection of Flight Covers and Cover

Lots . One of the sellers has requested we use Scott Catalog prices,
the Lots are so noted.

Values for this Auction are from Zumstein and The Amateur Collector
Catalogs or estimated retail, unless otherwise stated.

For Auction #72 1 sfr = $ .64 and The British Pound = $1 .58 . The
closing date for Auction #72 is June 7, 1987.

Best Regards.

AUCTION	William R. Lucas
MAIL A

AHPS

	

P . O . Box 228
Aurora, IL 60507

LOT#	 DESCRIPTION

	

VALUE
	1	 2L6(Z 10) GENEVA 1850 Transitional Period . Moser

Certificate The stamp is genuine", not repaired,
without margins, minutely rubbed on surface, not
fresh . Grille Cancel min . bid $80 .00	 $1,408 .00

	

2	 8(Z 1611)Used 4 margin copy . Nice Rosette cancel	 $ 112 .00

	

3	 13(Z 19)Used 15rp . Rayon 111 . Moser Certificate
The stamp and cancellation are genuine, not repaired,
good margins on 3 sides, but cut into at top and
smudgy red grille cancel ." Min . bid $150 .00	 $ 960 .00

	

4	 38(Z 24G)used 4 frame lines plus 2 white margins.
Almost SON BASEL 29 SEPT 58 cancel	 $ 35/40.00 EST.

	

5	 39(Z 25G)used 3 plus frame lines, 2 white margins,
part of next stamp to left . Almost SON cancel URICH

26 -0V 62	 $ 30/35 .00 EST.

	

6	 39(Z 25G)Used 2½ frame lines, 2 white margins.
Partial CDS cancel	 $ 20/25 .00 EST.

	

7	 40(Z 26G)Used 4 frame lines, 2 white margins.
Light CDS cancel	 $

	

75 .00 EST.

	

8	 67(Z 51)used, good centering . Almost SON cancel
BERN 17 111 82 . One missing perf	 $ 864.00

	

9	 82a(Z 66D)Unused, hinge remnant . Just good

centering	 $

	

35 .00 SCOTT

	

10	 82a(Z 66D)Unused, hinged, Fine Centering . A couple
of short perfs on left 	 $

	

35 .00 SCOTT

	

11	 86a(Z 70D)Unused hinged . Fine centering . Normal
cracked gum . Very small area of missing gum . One short
perf at top	 $

	

37 .50 SCOTT

	

12	 87a(Z 71D)Unused hinged . Fine centering	 $

	

37 .50 SCOTT

	

13	 95(Z 68C)Unused,hinged . Horizonal crease . Fine
centering	 $

	

32 .50 SCOTT

	

14	 95(Z 68C)Unused, hinged . Fine centering	 $

	

32 .50 SCOTT

	

15	 96a(Z 73E)Unused hinge remnant . Good centering.
A short perf at top	 $

	

11 .00 SCOTT

	

16	 96a(Z 73E)Unused hinged . Fine centering . Small
corner crease	 $

	

11 .00 SCOTT

	

17	 184(Z 131)Used VF centering . Bold CDS cancel	 $

	

2 .90

	

18	 210/l5(Z 185/90)Unused hinged & hinge remnant . F/VF
centering	 $

	

58 .25 SCOTT

	

19	 219/25(Z 194/200)Unused hinged & hinge remnants.
F/VF centering	 $

	

64 .75 SCOTT

	

20	 B7/9(Z W1 7/9)Unused F/VF centering . 7/8 hinge
remnants, 9 lightly hinged	 $

	

65 .00
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LOT #	 DESCRIPTION	 VALUE
21	 B131a & b (Z W111 12/13)used, corner CDS cancels . . .$

	

51 .00
22	 B329/33 & B329a/31a(Z W1 200/2 & 200L/4L) Mint NH . .$

	

10 .25

SOUVENIR SHEETS - SOUVENIR SHEETS

23	 B116a,116b(Z Wl 981/991) Mint NH singles from
SOUVENIR SHEET	 $

	

77 .00
24	 B178a & b(Z W111 29/30)mint NH . Singles from

Souvenir Sheet	 $

	

83.00
25	 371a(Z W111 38)Mint NH, but very small paper

remnant . Souvenir Sheet	 $

	

17 .60
26	 B130(Z W111 16)Unused Souvenir Sheet lightly

hinged	 $

	

50 .00

27	 B116(Z W1 98/9)Unused, SOUVENIR SHEET hinged . Nice .$

	

67 .00

28	 B80(Z W111 8)Mint NH, SOUVENIR SHEET- Pretty 	 $

	

77 .00

29	 371a(Z W111 38)Mint NH SOUVENIR SHEET . Up to 15
copies available . Bid on one or more	 $

	

17 .50

BLOCKS OF FOUR - BLOCKS OF FOUR

30	 238/41(Z 211/14)Mint NH, Block of Four VF

centering	 $ 109 .00

31	 347/50(Z 316/19)unused BLOCKS OF FOUR light hinge.

VF centering . 347 has corner crease . Scott Catolog

$20 .00	 $

	

15 .50

32	 429(Z 401) 2 PTT folders, one with single, second
with BLOCK OF FOUR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $

	

3/4 .00 EST.

33	 B324/8(Z W11 113/7)Mint NH Corner BLOCKS OF FOUR.
With Tabs . Nice	 $

	

18 .00

COVER LOTS - COVER LOTS

34	 Lot of 14 covers with K CANCELS . Covers without
PLZ (cachet)	 $

	

20 .00 EST.
35	 Lot of 24 covers with K CANCELS and covers with

PLZ (cachet)	 $20/25 .00 EST.
36	 Lot of 20 covers with SPECIAL EVENT CANCELS.

1959-1982	 $

	

25 .00 EST.
37	 Lot of 16 covers with SPECIAL CANCELS . All with "R"

Labels .

	

1961-1981	 $

	

40 .00 EST.

38	 Lot of 21 covers with MOBILE PO CANCELS . 1948-1969 .$

	

25 .00 EST.

39	 Lot of 17 pieces of POSTAL STATIONARY . 2 postcards,
one wrapper the rest private use envelopes . 3 unused

balance used . Good starter lot	 $25/30.00 EST.

40	 Lot of 5 used POSTCARDS . (Z 1,22,36 & 42) 1 has small
corner missing otherwise condition is fine 	 $ 2/3 .00 EST.

FLIGHT COVERS - FLIGHT COVERS
The following lots of FLIGHT COVERS are cataloged using
SCHWEIZERISCHES LUFTPOST-HAND-BUCH.

41	 SF 24 .2a May 4, 1924 . LAUFEN-ZURICH (less vignette)
Cover slightly foxed . Postage (Z K18 & F5) 	 $

	

60 .00

42	 SF 24 .5b June 9, 1924 ROMANSHORN-ZURICH (with vignette),

Postage (Z 152 2 copies, 153 & F5) 	 $

	

68 .50
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LOT#	 DESCRIPTION	 VALUE
43

	

SF 25 .5 July 19, 1925 LAUSANNE-ZURICH . Postage
(Z K21 & F4)	 $ 31 .00

44	 SF 39 .4k May 15, 1939, SWISSAIR EUROPAFLUG NORD.
Postage (Z B/4 219 7 220 plus single 221)	 $ 40 .00

45	 SF 47 .4d May 2, 1947, GENEVE-NEW YORK . Postage
(Z F42) Cacheted cover 	 $ 51 .00

46	 SF 48 .10a Sept . 23, 1948, 1st Swiss HELICOPTER POST.

Postage(Z 204 & 281)	 $

	

8 .50

47	 SF 59 .4a Aug . 29, 1959, BALLON POST, ST . GALLEN-

APPENZELL . Cachet cover . Postage (Z 344,345,339 &

341)	 $ 15 .50

48_	 SF 63.1b July 13, 1963, BERN-LOCARNO . Cachet cover.

Postage (Z F46)	 $ 15.50

49	 RF 54.10b May 2, 1954, NEW YORK-Basel . Large
Swissair envelope folded . Only 50 pieces flown 	 $ 112 .00

50	 RF 54.11a May 27, 1954, ZURICH-SAN PAULO . Postage
(Z W1 152 & F44 2 copies) 	 $ 123 .00

51	 RF 65 .5b April 3, 1965 . ZURICH-MONROVIA, LIBERIA.
Cacheted cover . Postage(Z W11 121/2) 	 $ 15 .50

52	 FST 108 April 1, 1968 . MUNICH-ZURICH, cachet cover

with German Semi-postal stamps	 $

	

3 .80

LIECHTENSTEIN - LIECHTENSTEIN

53

	

4/9(Z 4/9)used, F/VF centering, CDS cancels 	 $

	

6 .40
54	 243/5(Z 232/4) Mint NH, VF centering . Beautiful.

Min . bid $42 .00	 $ 90 .00
55	 154/6(Z 144/6)on piece with first day cancel . V/F

centering . Pretty	 $ 5/6 .00 EST.
56	 166/70(Z157/61)MNH, VF centering 	 $ 16 .00
57	 284/6(Z 273/5)Mint NH,VF centering . Very fine set	 $ 51 .00
58	 301/2(Z 290/1)MNH, VF centering 	 $ 17 .50
59	 320/3(Z 309/12)MNH, VF centering 	 $ 16 .00
60	 329/31(Z 342/4)MNH, VF centering 	 $ 16 .00
61	 369(Z W 32) souvenir sheet, MNH 	 $ 11 .25
62	 B22/3(Z W1 27/8)Mint 2 full sheets with selvages.

VF centering	 $ 96 .00
63	 C9/13(Z F 9/13)used, VF centering, CDS cancels.

Very nice . Min . bid $74 .00	 $ 176 .00
64	 C34/7(Z F 34/7)Mint NH, VF centering 	 $ 19 .25

MISCELLANEOUS - MISCELLANEOUS

65	 521/3(Z 483/5CX 11)Strips of five one with control
mark . Mint NH	 $

	

4 .40
66	 (Z P 81 N)100c postage due . Average centering . Lightly

canceled with parts of four cancels	 $ 16 .00
67	 (Z P 911 N)500c postage due . Average centering.

Almost SON BASEL 26 V 82 cancel	 $ 64.00
68	 Lot of 30 used Strubels . 9 stamps in sound condition

with 3 plus frame lines- catalog $232 .00, stamps in
sound condition with 2 to 3 frame linescatalog
$325 .00 . Some interesting cancels	 $175/200 .00 EST.
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LaBlonde, continued from page 84 .

Figure 8

Some towns, such as St . Moritz, have separate summer (3 .53) and
winter (3 .54) cancels (Fig . 9) . A similar situation exists in
Vaduz (3 .61 and 3 .62), Pontresina (3 .76 and 3 .77), Adelboden
(3 .85 and 3 .86), Grindelwald (3 . 94 and 3 .95), Crans-sur-sierre
(3 .116 and 3 .117) and Tramelan (3 .166 winter only).

Those of you who are James Bond fans might recognize 3 .104Mürren
(Fig . 10) . During filming of "On Her Majesty's Secret Service"
this slogan was used, 4 October 1968 to 30 April 1969, due to
the increased volume of mail generated by the movie crew and
curious spectators.

For a short time, the Geneva office of the United Nations was in
the game with 3 .90 (5Feb 68 - 3 Oct 69) and 3 .91 (6 May 68 - 3
Oct 69) (Fig . 11) . These were followed by the equally short-
lived 3 .113 (24 Oct 69 - 20 Mar 70).
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In Zürich are a number of cancel machines and the two Group 3
Zürich cancels (3 .107 and 3 .114) rotate monthly from post office
to post office (Fig . 12) . Actually, there are two of each
slogan : one is more or less fixed at the main post office while
the other wanders . Once you figure out where the wandering
cancels are, you can send a postcard per month to the next post
office in line to obtain the entire cancel series . Good luck:

Some cancels just do not look good and these are rapidly revised.
On 4 December 1975 Weggis got 3 .181 . The writing was too hard
to read so it was replaced by 3 .184 on 15 March 1976 (Fig . 13).
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Figure 14 - 3 .220 on
cover signed by the
designer and 3 .236.

AHPS member and Swiss cancel expert, Michael Rutherfoord, designed
a cancel for the posh resort of Gstaad (3 .220) . It was used only
two years before the town decided to get fancier (3 .236) (Fig . 14).

The latest member of Group 3 (3 .260) was put into service in St.
Gallen on 2 February 1987 (Fig . 15) . It replaced 3 .38 which was
in use since 1956.

There are many, many stories in Group 3 and more than enough action
for any collector . Although there are only 260 main numbers in
Group 3, the Machine Cancel Catalog has 703 separate listings
in this group . Good hunting . Inquiries welcome always.
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Bergman, continued from page 81.

The cover illustrated bears the rubber stamp marking " LYSS " which was
the base camp of that specific internee who as a matter of fact was an Ital-

ian with whom I worked during that time on a farm in the Canton of Berne.
Just above LYSS : "To the mail clerk of the Internment Camp" is printed in

German, French and Italian.

To the left of the address is in four languages the legend "Name of
Sender not Necessary" and above it "Internee Mail" and to the right "Do not
Cancel" the latter two in German, French and Italian.

To explain the whole mailing procedure, the Internees were appraised
through form FP 515a (Figure 2) which was printed on one side in French and

on the other in Italian.

Figure 2. Form FP 515a, printed in October 1943 (10,000 copies) . Left:
front of form in French, right :back of form in Italian.

The translation of this form is as follows:

POSTAL SERVICE FOR DETACHED INTERNEES - The mailing destined for detached

internees who do not return to their camp in the evening are redispatched by
the mail clerk of the camp and send to the employer through the civilian mail
service . The employer is required to deliver it to the addressee . The postal
mailing must be addressed to the base camp to which the internee is administra-
tively assigned. Your base camp is	 LYSS	

The correspondence is shipped after being transmitted for cancellation by
the mail clerk of the base camp . Therefore, it is necessary to use the special
envelope FP 513 which the camp commander gives to each detached internee.

Continued on page 97.
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A ROOK REVIEW FELIX GANZ

SCHWEIZER FLAGGE ZUR SEE (The Swiss Flag on the High Seas).

A maritime history of Switzerland by Walter Zuercher .

	

Benteli
Verlag, 3011 Bern, Switzerland ; 1986 .

	

In German . 206 pages;
close to 200 illustrations .

	

-- Fr . 48 ., plus postage ca SFr .12.

For those of us who have become a bit tired hearing jokes about
the "Swiss Navy," this book will provide all the necessary ans-
wers . There exists a history of the Swiss Merchant Marine written
in the 1960's ; but this new volume is not only an update, but
a complete account of every aspect on this generally little
known subject of Swiss enterprise.

The author, a 31 year old employee of Switzerland's Federal
Military Department, is to be congratulated for his painstaking
assemblage of facts and pictures that are organized into eighteen
chapters plus several prefaces, charts and appendices, covering
the period from the early nineteenth century through 1985.

In addition to history and chronology of Switzerland's merchant
marine there are special chapters concerning the laws governing
the flying of the Swiss flag on the high seas, a discussion
of the difficult years of World War II ; disasters ; business
considerations, trade, commerce ; legal questions ; hiring prac-
tices ; radio communications ; humorous observations on crossing
the Equator, and much more.

An introduction by Jean Hulliger, director of Switzerland's
Office of Navigation attests to the quality of this book of
which the pictorial part alone is worth the price to an

interested party.

For philatelists interested in the still somewhat disputed aspect
of the legality of mail from such ships, with Swiss stamps bear-
ing paquebot cancellations from around the world, the book
unfortunately provides no answers.
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EMIL L . TOBLERSALES CIRCUIT NOTES

Sales Circuit Notes

As of March 6 there are 9 circuit- out . They all contain nice variety of
material, some of it quite exotic . -here are 64 members signed up as buyers.
I'm pleased to see that many AHPS officers are active buyers, and 3 are active

sellers as well . They recognize opportunity when they see it.

Many Swiss stamps are returning to their place of origin, thanks to the rise
in the value of the Swiss Franc . The price of better Swiss philatelic mater-
ial is clearly in a strong uptrend, rendering the Scotts catalog even less
authoritative than usual as a price guide . If you have empty spaces to fill
in your collection, the sooner you do it, the better . Whatever you want
will almost undoubtedly cost more a year hence than it does today.

BUYERS

Since last July all the 9 registered buyers have been put on at least 1 cir-
cuit list, many on 2 and most on three or more, the remaining 9 either have
very limited interests or have signed up only recently . All registered buyers
will eventually receive circuits if material available to them becomes avail-
able.

SELLERS

Sales results indicate a continuing strong demand for most clean, quality
material . Inventory of the following categories is low or not-existant at
the moment . If you have such material, submit it and it will probably go
on the circuit in a short time . You can help other AHPS members build their
collections while turning the contents of your stockbook into cash . Only
12% commission on sales . Needed : All Swiss material on cover except post
1960 FDCs . The following Swiss categories, mint or used -- Tell & Son,

Helvetia Bust & Sword, Regular postage 1907-present, Se-tenent and tete-beche
pairs, Air Mail, Pro Juventute, Pro Patria, Souvenir sheets, Officials, Post-
age Dues, Telegraphs, Railways, Campione, Soldiers and Errors/Varieties.

Application for circuit participation and rules for buyers and
sellers were included in the April 1986 issue of TELL . If you
can't locate that issue and want a copy of the rules, etc .,
I'll gladly send one in return for an SASE.

WE WELCOME NEW BUYERS AND SELLERS . SIGN UP NOW!

EMIL L . TOBLER

MANAGER, AHPS SALES
P 0 BOX 26

BRADFORD, RI 02808
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Bergman, continued from page 92.

Mailings to be registered must be taken to the window of the local civilian
post office.

Headquarters of the Army, October 1943

	

The Director of Field post
Lt .Col . Frutiger

This form must be provided to indicate
the base camp by the commander of the
camp and given to each detached internee.

FP 515a. - October '43. - 10,000

Both Schild (1) and Sulser (2) gave excellent accounts of rules and reg-
ulations for the Swiss Field Post during World War II . This also included
mail of internees . However, neither of them covered mailing privileges of
detached internees.

Envelope FP 513 is a unique item since it represents a very small part of
a communications link at a dark time when Swiss, internees, escaped prisoners
of war and refugees tried to retain some contact with the rest of the world
while being comletely surrounded by Axis forces.

References : 1 . Schild, G. Die Post der Internierten in der Schweiz 1940

- 1946 . Verlag Der Ganzsachensammler, Rainmattstrasse
3, CH-3011 Bern . 40 p . Appr . 1975.

2 . Sulser, H . Die Soldatenmarken der Schweiz 1914/18 1939/45
(1) Textteil. 4622 Egerkingen, Switzerland . 297 p . 1977.

SECRETARY'S REPORT

	

RICHARD T . MALI_

NEW MEMBERS:

2249 Robert Gladstone, New York
2250 Jerry Zimowski, California

RESIGNATIONS:

1569 Lewis
1411

	

Fisher

There are still about 100 members to hear from with the 1987
list that have not renewed their dues . After the dust settles,
maybe a letter should go out to each of them to tell us why
they didn't renew.

Please send all address changes to my address . Sending it to
anyone else will only prolong things . Thank you.

Respectfully submitted,

Richard T . Hall

June 1987 TELL 07
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